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The Basics of Chemistry (Basics of the Hard Sciences)Greenwood Press, 2003
Written for students beginning a formal study of chemistry, this volume encompasses many different topics in and approaches to introductory chemistry. Chapters are devoted to topics such as the atom, elements and the periodic table, bonding, equilibrium and kinetics, solutions, acids and bases, and chemical reactions. Several chapters discuss broad...
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Ecology of Marine Sediments (Oxford Biology)Oxford University Press, 2009
Marine sediments provide the largest habitat on planet earth, yet knowledge of the structure and function of their flora and fauna continues to be poorly described in current textbooks. This concise, readable introduction to benthic ecology builds upon the strengths of the previous edition but has been thoroughly revised throughout to incorporate...
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Reasoning in Event-Based Distributed Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Event-based distributed systems are playing an ever increasing role in
	areas such as enterprise management, information dissemination, finance,
	environmental monitoring and geo-spatial systems. Event-based processing
	originated with the introduction of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules to
	database systems in the 1980s. Since then,...
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Project Management for Environmental, Construction and Manufacturing Engineers: A Manual for Putting Theory into PracticeSpringer, 2012

	As a companion to books on project-management theory, this book illustrates, in a down-to-earth, comprehensive style, how to put that theory into practice. In addition to the many examples that illustrate procedures, the book includes over 25 case studies, each one addressing a specific theme. Key topics, such as project selection,...
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Soils of the PastJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
It is 10 years since publication of the first edition of soils of the past. In that time the subject of paleopedology has grown rapidly, and established itself within the mainstream of geological research.
Ancient soils contain vital mineralogical, geochemical, textural, and paleontological information about the continental environments in...
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3D Game Environments: Create Professional 3D Game WorldsFocal Press, 2008

	Let me begin by saying that this is not a book about game level design; rather, it is about creating art for a game world. This is an important distinction. Game level design is the point at which all the planning, technology, and design converge; and creating the art for that game level is only one part that feeds into that huge process. Yet...
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Green IT: Reduce Your Information System's Environmental Impact While Adding to the Bottom LineMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Reduce the environmental and budgetary impact of your IT infrastructure

This groundbreaking work offers a complete roadmap for integrating environmentally sound techniques and technologies into your Information Systems architecture. Green IT explains how to adopt a business-driven green initiative and provides a...
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Living Water: Viktor Schauberger and the Secrets of Natural EnergyNewleaf, 2002
Many people suggested that I write a book on Viktor Schauberger, the extraordinary natural scientist, inventor and philosopher. Already in the 1920s he forewarned us, in speeches and articles, of the environmental crisis in which we are now caught and from which we seem to have little hope of escaping. In his lifetime he met mostly resistance and...
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Handbook of Civil Engineering Calculations, Second Edition (Hands on)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Manage everyday calculations instantly and accurately-saving you time in the design, construction, and maintenance of all types of structures
Covering all aspects of civil engineering calculations in an easy-to-understand format, the new edition of the Handbook of Civil Engineering Calculations is now revised and...
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Information Resources in Toxicology, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2009
This latest version of Information Resources in Toxicology (IRT) continues a tradition established in 1982 with the publication of the first edition in presenting an extensive itemization, review, and commentary on the information infrastructure of the field.  This book is a unique wide-ranging, international, annotated bibliography and compendium...
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Integrative Physiology in the Proteomics and Post-Genomics AgeHumana Press, 2005

	There is a perception in the scientific community that the discipline of Physiology

	is in crisis, or at least, in a phase of profound transition and change. At the root of

	the problem is confusion between objectives (the biological questions to be solved)

	and the methods and technologies to be applied. Traditionally, ever since...
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Wetlands and Water Framework Directive: Protection, Management and Climate Change (GeoPlanet: Earth and Planetary Sciences)Springer, 2015

	This book compares the lessons learned from a wetland-perspective approach to the changing climate and the requirements of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) with regard to environmental conservation. Examples from Germany and Poland are discussed due to the efficiency of their respective implementations of water conservation policies....
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